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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Ion channels are membrane proteins important for controlling the passage of solutes between cellular compartments ([@bib1]). The mechanism(s) of opening and closing of channels---gating---can be modulated by several factors, including voltage changes, membrane composition, mechanical stress, ions, other molecules, and proteins. One of the challenges in understanding ion channels is to connect electrophysiological with structural information. In this respect, recent developments in computational simulations of ion channels have contributed to the understanding of the permeation and selectivity of several channels ([@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]) and porins from the VDAC family, like VDAC-1 ([@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]).

VDAC-1 is mainly present in the outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) of eukaryotic cells, and is the most studied isoform from the VDAC family. It is important for the traffic regulation of ATP, ions, and other metabolites between the mitochondria and cytosol. During apoptosis, VDAC-1 constitutes the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, which leads to mitochondrial swelling ([@bib9], [@bib10]), and in several cancer types, VDAC-1 is overexpressed ([@bib11], [@bib12]). From the available electrophysiological data, it is concluded that the main characteristics of VDAC channels are shared across species and isoforms ([@bib13], [@bib14]). For the last 40 years, VDAC proteins of several organisms have been mainly studied by reconstitution in black lipid membranes (BLMs). These experiments have shown that VDAC has an "open" anion-selective state ($P_{\text{Cl}^{-}}\text{/}P_{\text{M}^{+}}$ of 2--5) of 4 nS at 1 M NaCl or KCl ([@bib15], [@bib16]), whereas the "closed" states are cation selective, with approximately half the conductance of the "open" state ([@bib17]). It was shown in early electrophysiological experiments ([@bib18]) that VDAC voltage dependence of normalized conductances follows a bell-shaped curve with the maximum around zero volts.

In addition, the lipid composition influences the voltage dependence of the open probability $\left( P_{\text{o}} \right)$ of *Neurospora crassa* VDAC (ncVDAC) ([@bib19]). ncVDAC channels inserted in dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) membranes show lower conductances at negative voltages compared with those in dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC). Asymmetric versus random ncVDAC channel insertions in different membranes may explain these differences at negative voltages. However, phosphorylation ([@bib20]), caspase cleavage ([@bib21]), and acidic susceptibility experiments combined with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations ([@bib22]) suggest that the *cis* side in BLM experiments corresponds to the cytosolic side of the VDAC. This evidence means that asymmetric channel insertion in vivo and in vitro might explain why some VDAC proteins respond differently to the voltage polarity ([@bib23]).

The available structures of human and mouse VDAC-1 (hVDAC-1 and mVDAC-1, respectively) ([@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]) and VDAC-2 from zebrafish ([@bib27]) show a 19-stranded *β*-barrel forming a large pore of 2.5--3 nm in diameter ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *A*). The folded VDAC structure is stable enough to be characterized in detergent micelles ([@bib24], [@bib26]) or in bicelles ([@bib25]). hVDAC-1 and mVDAC-1 share 98% sequence identity and both are 29% identical to ncVDAC. The N-terminal part of VDAC shows an amphipathic *α*-helix structure (termed N*-α*) attached to the inside of the barrel ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *A*). N*-α* narrows the pore diameter to $\approx$ 1.4 nm ([@bib25]). The position and orientation of N*-α* with respect to the barrel in the different VDAC structures is slightly different. This geometrical information supports a closing mechanism where the N*-α* displacement may obstruct the pore cavity ([@bib25]). In addition, the barrel geometry of the VDAC NMR structures shows moderate cylindrical distortions ([@bib24]), which might be another mechanism for how VDAC channels access more occluded states ([@bib14]). It has been shown by Brownian and MD simulations ([@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30]) that the available VDAC structures show conductance levels (≈4 nS at 1 M \[Cl^−^\] and 2 nS at 0.5 M \[Cl^−^\]) similar to those in the experimental "open" VDAC states ([@bib6], [@bib31]). How such a large open pore inside the OMM can be gated is still unclear, however.

Concerning VDAC regions that participate in its regulation, Zachariae et al. ([@bib29]) have found (by combining NMR and MD simulations) that in the absence of the N*-α*, the deletion mutant, Δ(1--20)-hVDAC-1, displayed distorted barrel states and the currents changed from anion- to cation-selective. The L10N mutation, which destabilizes the helix contact with the barrel, showed intermediate conductance behavior between wild-type (wt) and Δ(1--20)-hVDAC-1. This evidence indicates that collapsed barrel states might be part of the "closed" VDAC-1 states ([@bib14]).

The crystallographic structure and the microsecond simulations of Choudhary et al. ([@bib6]) showed that N*-α* attached to the pore interior of mVDAC-1 formed a stable fold that remained anion selective. They also showed that the positively charged amino acids K12, R15, and K20 (termed the KRK motif) of N*-α* are important for chloride permeation and define the ATP binding site. Further, the interaction of K20 with ATP has been confirmed by NMR ([@bib32]) and chromatography assays ([@bib33]). In yeast VDAC, charge-inverting mutations of the amino acids equivalent to D16 and K20 in VDAC-1 are able to change the voltage-dependent gating ([@bib34]). The KRK motif, including K119 and R218, forms part of the "charged brush" ([@bib7]), which facilitates the passage of chloride and inorganic phosphate ions through mVDAC-1. From other simulation studies ([@bib5], [@bib35]), it was concluded that several negative amino acids in the channel wall facing N*-α* are involved in the permeation of potassium ions. This area of the protein is of particular interest because it includes E73, whose side chain points to the middle plane of the membrane in the VDAC structures ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *A*).

Previous studies have indicated the fundamental role of E73. The E73Q mutation in mVDAC-1 prevents hexokinase-mediated protection against apoptosis ([@bib9], [@bib36]). E73 in hVDAC-1 is involved in VDAC-1's calcium binding ability ([@bib37], [@bib38]), hexokinase regulation ([@bib39]), and VDAC oligomerization ([@bib40]). Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide modification experiments ([@bib41]) suggest that this amino acid might be unprotonated in the membrane. The local mobility of mVDAC-1 (Protein Data Bank (PDB): 3EMN) around E73, in terms of the temperature factors ([@bib25]), is comparable to the fluctuations of unprotonated E73 in MD simulations ([@bib42]). mVDAC-1 simulations of charged E73 showed larger membrane distortion, in terms of local thickness, and the mVDAC-1 barrel accessed more elliptically distorted states compared with neutral residues at this position, E73Q and E73V ([@bib42]).

From the available experimental and computational studies of VDAC channels, several gating models have been proposed. Some models propose large and complex conformational changes, and other models propose more moderate ones ([@bib13]). The more moderate conformational changes include N*-α* displacement from the barrel interior, barrel deformation, or a combination of the two, which may cause pore collapse or partial pore blockage ([@bib13], [@bib14]). However, there is no consensus as to which conformational changes must occur during VDAC transitions to closed states. It is still a matter of debate how to reconcile some of the available electrophysiological evidence with the VDAC structures ([@bib43]). Making the VDAC gating story more complex, single-channel (SC) VDAC shows several subconducting "closed" states ([@bib22], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46]), which are more challenging to characterize in experiments with multiple channels per patch ([@bib47]). The multiplicity of "closed" states might account for the experimental accessibility of N*-α* from both the *cis* and *trans* sides in BLM setups ([@bib44], [@bib48]). However, tethering the N*-α* to the mVDAC-1 channel wall by cysteine cross-linking does not prevent its voltage gating ([@bib49]). This experimental evidence suggests that there is a mVDAC-1 closing transition that does not necessarily require complete N*-α* displacement from the pore lumen. Moderate voltage-dependent conformational changes that distort the barrel structure or involve amino acid reorganization in the pore are suitable for study by MD simulations ([@bib4]).

Considering the current gating hypotheses, large and complex conformational changes ([@bib13]) are beyond the actual capabilities of MD simulations. However, barrel changes and amino acid reorganization---including N*-α* amino acids---have been proposed as VDAC closing mechanisms ([@bib13], [@bib14]). In this work, by simulating an mVDAC-1 channel in the presence of voltage, we calculated its current-voltage (I/V) relationships and selectivity. We also had access to submicrosecond voltage-dependent structural changes of mVDAC-1 that revealed transient subconducting states. By performing SC hVDAC-1 experiments, we showed that hVDAC-1 displays defined closed states ([@bib45]). Voltage and its polarity were correlated with global or local mVDAC-1 structural changes. Local geometrical parameters that describe the barrel distortion, the position of N*-α*, and the changes in the pore lumen were used to quantify their contribution to the voltage dependence of VDAC-1.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

MD simulations {#sec2.1}
--------------

MD simulations in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) (310 K, 1 bar) were performed with the MD software package Gromacs 4.5 ([@bib50]). The mVDAC-1 protein (PDB: [3EMN](pdb:3EMN){#intref0010}) was inserted in preequilibrated 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phospatidylethanolamine (POPE; 478 lipids) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (POPC; 472 lipids) bilayer patches, respectively. The mVDAC-1 protein was modeled using the CHARMM27 force field ([@bib51]) with E73 in its unprotonated form. The CHARMM36 force field was used for the lipids ([@bib52]) together with the charmm tip3p water model. Double mVDAC-1-bilayer systems (under tinfoil boundary conditions) were simulated, keeping a fixed ion difference (Δ*q* of 2--14*q*) between compartments, in the computational electrophysiology setup ([@bib53]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *B*). Ten replicas of each Δ*q* were simulated for 40 ns, for a total time of ∼3 *μ*s. The first 10 ns of each simulation were discarded as equilibration. To monitor the equilibration of the membrane-protein system, we used g_lomepro ([@bib54]) to calculate the average area per lipid (APL) together with the cytoplasmic and intermembrane-space (IMS) protein areas. From the computational electrophysiology simulations, we counted the permeation events and transformed them to currents. The average voltage across the simulation box (along the *z* axis in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *B*) was calculated by first summing the charges per slice (200 used) and then integrating the charge distribution twice along the *x* and *y* axes using the g_potential software tool from Gromacs. The trajectories were binned in 1- or 10-ns time windows ([Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the [Supporting Material](#app2){ref-type="sec"}) The pore-radius profile of the protein, excluding the hydrogens, was calculated by running the trj_cavity software tool ([@bib55]). It covered a *z*-section of 3.2 nm that includes the cytosolic and the IMS entrance of mVDAC-1 ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most constricted region of the pore profiles $\left( z_{\text{min}} \right)$ defined the minimum-pore radius $r_{(z_{\text{min}})}$ (termed $\text{min}_{r}$). Areas and ellipticity changes of the channel barrel were computed by approximating the C-*α* coordinates of barrel slices as ellipses ([@bib56]). The used C-*α* excluded the N*-α* helix (amino acids 1--26) and the longest cytoplasmic loop (amino acids 264--271). Linear conformational models between mVDAC-1 atomic coordinates and the voltage or the $\text{min}_{r}$ were built with the partial-least-squares (PLS) implementation of PLS functional-mode analysis ([@bib57]). We tested the robustness of the models using half of the data for training the models and the other half for cross-validation ([Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Data analysis and plots were generated using IPython ([@bib58]). Rendering of molecular images was done with the software Pymol ([@bib59]) and Blender ([@bib60]).

NMR spectroscopy {#sec2.2}
----------------

wt hVDAC-1 was overexpressed in *Escherichia coli*, purified, and refolded into micelles consisting of the detergent N-lauryl-*N*,*N*-dimethylamine-N-oxide (LDAO) as previously described ([@bib26]). Solution-state NMR spectra were recorded on a 900 MHz spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA) equipped with a cryogenic probe head using 0.5--0.76 mM ^2^H(75%)--^15^N or ^2^H(75%)-^13^C-^15^N labeled hVDAC-1 in 25 mM BisTris, pH 6.8, ∼120 mM LDAO, and 5% D~2~O at 37°C. Spectra were processed with NMRPipe ([@bib61]). ^13^C-*α* chemical shifts were extracted from transverse-relaxation-optimized-spectroscopy-based HNCA experiments. For solid-state NMR experiments, a ^13^C-^15^N-labeled hVDAC-1 sample was reconstituted into 1,2-dimyristoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine liposomes at a protein/lipid ratio of 1:50 (mol/mol). Spectra were recorded using a 3.2 mm triple-resonance (^1^H, ^13^C, ^15^N) magic-angle spinning probe head at a static magnetic field of 20.0 T (Bruker Biospin, Karlsruhe, Germany). Sample temperature and magic-angle spinning speed were set to +5°C and 10.6 kHz, respectively. ^13^C-^13^C mixing was accomplished by proton-driven spin diffusion for 15 ms.

hVDAC-1 reconstitution {#sec2.3}
----------------------

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) with diameters of up to 100 *μ*m were prepared by electroformation. A 10 mM solution of 1,2-diphytanoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPhPC, 15 *μ*L; Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) and cholesterol (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) dissolved in chloroform at a molar ratio of 9:1 were applied to indium tin-oxide-coated glass slides and allowed to dry. The lipid was rehydrated in 1 M sorbitol and treated with a 3 V AC potential (peak to peak) at a frequency of 5 Hz for 2 h. The resulting GUVs were incubated overnight at 4°C with hVDAC-1 in 0.3% (v/v) LDAO micelles that were prepared as described previously ([@bib62]) to give a final protein concentration of 25--250 nM.

Electrophysiology experiments {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------

Electrophysiological experiments on hVDAC-1 were carried out using the port-a-patch technique (Nanion, Munich). GUVs with reconstituted hVDAC-1 were added to a droplet of buffer on a planar borosilicate chip containing a single pore with a diameter of 1--3 *μ*m. The setup was attached to a pump to apply negative pressure from the *trans* side to spread a GUV resulting in the formation of a protein-containing membrane with resistances in the GΩ regime. Electrical recordings were performed in 1 M KCl, 1 mM CaCl~2~, and 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, using the Axopatch 200B integrating patch-clamp amplifier equipped with a CV 203BU head stage (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The resulting signals were recorded with sampling rates of 10 or 50 kHz, prefiltered with a 1 kHz 4-pole Bessel filter (--80 dB/decade), digitized via a 1322A Digidata 16-bit digitizer and evaluated using the electrophysiology data acquisition and analysis software package pCLAMP 9 (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). The open probability $\left( P_{\text{o}} \right)$ of the $V_{\text{ramp}}$ experiments was calculated as described in Carl and Sanders ([@bib63]) by$$P_{\text{o}}\left( V_{\text{m}} \right) = \frac{N_{G_{\text{o}}}\left( V_{\text{m}} \right)}{N\left( V_{\text{m}} \right)},$$where $N_{G_{\text{o}}}\left( V_{\text{m}} \right)$ is the number of data points at membrane potential $V_{\text{m}}$, $G_{\text{o}}$ is the channel in the "open" state, and $N\left( V_{\text{m}} \right)$ is the number of all data points at $V_{\text{m}}$, which is equivalent to the number of voltage ramps that were recorded with one reconstituted hVDAC-1. The data of each recorded current trace were converted to conductance according to $G = I\text{/}V_{\text{m}}$ and a threshold was set to distinguish between "open" and "closed" states.

Results {#sec3}
=======

In MD simulations (see [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}), the mVDAC-1 structure (PDB: [3EMN](pdb:3EMN){#intref0015}, 2.3 [Å]{.smallcaps} resolution) was conserved, although thermal fluctuations occurred during the simulations in all conditions. The computational electrophysiology method ([@bib53]), which utilizes a double-membrane system ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *B*) with an mVDAC-1 in each membrane, was used to study mVDAC-1 I/V properties. Briefly, after an ion permeates between compartments *A* and *B*, a predefined ion difference is kept constant (Δq) by swapping back an ion for a water molecule. Ion differences from 2 to 14 charges created increasing voltage ranges varying from $V = 0$ -- $\pm$ 400 mV ([Fig. S1, A and B](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The reported currents were mostly chloride selective and proportional to the applied Δ*q*.

In the simulation setup, mVDAC-1 was inserted in preequilibrated POPE and POPC membrane patches at opposite polarities ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *B*, *Ch0* and *Ch1*). This arrangement allowed us to access channel currents at negative and positive voltage polarities within the same simulation. Details of the simulated currents in each membrane are shown in [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The mVDAC-1-POPE and mVDAC-1-POPC systems were simulated at constant semi-isotropic pressure (1 bar). To monitor the stability of the membrane-protein setups, the average APL and the protein area were calculated with the grid approach implemented in the local membrane property analysis software g_lomepro ([@bib54]). The average APLs for the mVDAC-1-POPE and mVDAC-1-POPC systems were insensitive to the Δ*q* and gave stable averages of 0.60 and 0.65 nm^2^, respectively. Similarly, the cytosolic and IMS protein average areas remained insensitive to voltage. In POPE bilayers, the cytoplasmic and IMS protein areas were 19 and 15 nm^2^, and in POPC bilayers, these areas were 20 and 17 nm^2^ (data not shown).

SC computational and experimental current-voltage (I/V) relationships {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

### Computational electrophysiology {#sec3.1.1}

Using MD simulations, we had access to the atomic details of the permeation events with picosecond resolution. A 2 nS conductance of an "open" VDAC channel (at 0.5 M \[Cl^−^\]) should translate into an average total current $\left( {I_{\text{Cl}} + I_{\text{Na}}} \right)$ of 13 elementary charges/ns·V. MD simulations of hundreds of nanoseconds at this current rate allowed us to collect a total of ∼75,000 permeation events. Although MD timescales are smaller compared with the ones in electrophysiology experiments, the number of permeation events allowed us to study the precise anionic and cationic components of the currents under the influence of a time-averaged voltage. Because the computational electrophysiology method keeps a constant ion difference between compartments, we investigated the influence of the arbitrary binning size, which mainly affects the fluctuations in the voltage estimates ([@bib64]). By plotting the total currents $\left( {I_{\text{Cl}} + I_{\text{Na}}} \right)$ through the channel and the voltage from the simulations binned in 10 ns time windows, we obtained the I/V curve of the mVDAC-1-POPE system shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *A*. The effect of the binning was explored by reducing the time windows to 1 ns of each simulation replica. The 1 ns or the 10 ns binning sizes made the I/V distributions broader and narrower, respectively. The mean conductances at negative and positive voltages were estimated by the slope of a linear regression fit. In this case, the binning choice did not significantly affect the calculated mean conductances (legend of [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

I/V linear regressions gave consistent mean conductances of 1.6--1.9 nS, close to the experimentally determined "open" VDAC conductance of 1.85--2 nS extrapolated to 0.5 M NaCl ([@bib6], [@bib65]). The agreement between experiment and simulation for I/V confirms that the mVDAC-1 structure (PDB: [3EMN](pdb:3EMN){#intref0020}) used in the simulations corresponds to its "open" state ([@bib6]), as similarly reported by Rui et al. ([@bib5]) for hVDAC-1, although the NMR structures (PDB: [2K4T](pdb:2K4T){#intref0025}) have different N*-α* conformations ([@bib24]).

The mean conductances were similar in both membranes (shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *A* for PE and in [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} C for PC). The mVDAC-1 channel showed transient subconducting time windows at larger voltages. The channels under negative voltage (arbitrarily set to *Ch0*) gave lower mean conductances in both lipids. The lower slopes at one voltage polarity is an indication of mVDAC-1 asymmetry and suggest that this mVDAC-1 orientation was more sensitive to voltage changes.

The outliers in the subconductance regions also showed lower selectivity for chloride. By binning the I/V data from [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *A* and counting the proportion of values \>1.4 and \>1.5 nS, we estimate a pseudo-open probability, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *B*. Although not converged, probably due to sampling and timescales, this figure shows that mVDAC-1 (in a submicrosecond timescale) resembles the characteristic bell-shaped VDAC-1 $P_{\text{o}}$ profile as a function of the voltage.

### Experimental electrophysiology {#sec3.1.2}

SC electrophysiology experiments on hVDAC-1 that complemented the MD simulations were also performed. hVDAC-1 and mVDAC-1 show 98% identity and share a similar electrophysiological behavior ([@bib14]). SC experiments on mVDAC-1 have shown that the wt channel visited several well-defined "closed" subconducting states ([@bib45]). However, mVDAC-1 variants, capable of cross-linking the N*-α* to the barrel interior, showed clear preference for only one "closed" state ([@bib45]). For wt hVDAC-1, the SC experiments of Zachariae et al. ([@bib29]) showed a broad distribution of conductances, where the conductance at 4 nS was predominantly observed. Because different VDAC-1 isoforms do not necessarily have to behave identically, it was interesting to know whether hVDAC-1 shows an electrophysiological behavior similar to that of mVDAC-1 when inserted in DPhPC ([@bib45]).

Highly pure samples of wt hVDAC-1 were obtained from recombinant protein expressed in *Escherichia coli* ([@bib26]). The structural integrity of the protein was assessed by reconstitution in both LDAO micelles and 1,2-dimyristoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine liposomes and characterized by solution and solid-state NMR spectroscopy, respectively. The two-dimensional ^1^H-^15^N transverse relaxation-optimized spectrum of hVDAC-1 in LDAO showed a well-dispersed set of sharp NMR signals, demonstrating that most of the protein is rigidly folded in micelles or liposomes ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A large number of NMR resonances downfield of 8.5 ppm further supported the presence of *β*-strands, in agreement with the 3D structure of hVDAC-1 ([@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib66]). In addition, supporting a natively folded state after reconstitution, ^13^C-^13^C correlation spectra of hVDAC-1 in liposomes showed a large number of well-defined NMR resonances originating from both the N-terminal *α*-helix and the barrel ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} B).

Functionality of the channels was accessed by electrophysiology. To ensure that membrane preparations contained only one active hVDAC-1 channel, the evaluated current traces were only those that showed an "open" conductance state of 4--4.5 nS and a "closure" with a conductance of \<3 nS. Voltage-clamp $\left( V_{\text{clamp}} \right)$ and voltage-ramp $\left( V_{\text{ramp}} \right)$ electrophysiology protocols were applied. Electrophysiological $V_{\text{ramp}}$ experiments with a single hVDAC-1 inserted into solvent-free DPhPC/cholesterol (9:1) membranes were performed to ensure full functionality of the protein and to monitor its conductance values in the "open" and the "closed" states. The insertion of a single hVDAC-1 into the freestanding membrane in the "open" state resulted in an average SC conductance of 4--4.5 nS in 1 M KCl ([Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} A), similar to that described by Shanmugavadivu et al. ([@bib67]) and Hiller et al. ([@bib24]). If the incorporated hVDAC-1 gated from the "open" to a "closed" state as a result of a transmembrane potential exceeding $\pm 30$ mV, the conductance decreased in a stepwise fashion to values of ∼40--70% of the "open" conductance ([Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} B). These values are in accordance with reported values from the literature for mVDAC-1 ([@bib45]) and rat VDAC-1 (rVDAC-1) ([@bib22]) in $V_{\text{clamp}}$ experiments ([Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} C), and they demonstrate the full functionality of the protein in solvent-free DPhPC/cholesterol membranes. As SC activity was unambiguously proven, multiple $V_{\text{ramp}}$ experiments were performed. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *C* shows all current-voltage traces and corresponding mean values at each voltage polarity, averaged over 185 curves. The interval between −10 and +10 mV was excluded due to the low signal/noise ratio. The red line shows the calculated mean conductance for the negative (4.2 nS) and positive voltages (4.5 nS). The dashed lines mark conductance levels of 3 and 2 nS where the "closed" substates ($G_{S1}$ and $G_{S2}$) were observed, as similarly described by Mertins et al. ([@bib45]) for mVDAC-1. At larger voltage, the closing probability increases, resulting in a bell-shaped voltage dependency. The $P_{\text{o}}$ can be calculated from the voltage-ramp data with one inserted hVDAC-1, as described by Carl and Sanders ([@bib63]) (see [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *D* shows the result of the procedure, which indicates that the channel resides in "closed" states rather infrequently (a maximum of ∼5% of the time).

Conformational models of the voltage and the minimum-pore radius (min~r~) {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the voltage-dependent mVDAC-1 structural changes, we investigated whether the voltage (an external property, *f*~e~) was correlated with the ensemble of simulated mVDAC-1 structures. We also correlated the ensemble of structures with an mVDAC-1 geometrical parameter (a single valued internal property, *f*~i~), which indicated the degree of pore collapse. To quantify the degree of pore collapse, we calculated the pore radii (*r*) along the *z*-coordinate for each MD frame (*r*~z~) by using the protein cavity and tunnel analysis tool trj_cavity ([@bib55]). The trj_cavity method performs a grid-based tunnel search to analyze the mean pore profiles of channels and other proteins. Pore profiles of a chloride channel ([@bib57]) and aquaporins ([@bib68]) have been successfully used to understand global or local conformational changes. Within the pore-radius profiles ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the most constricted region (*z*~min~) was consistently located at the *z*-coordinate range of N*-α*. In this way, the minimum-pore radius $r_{(z_{\text{min}})}$ (termed $\text{min}_{r}$) was defined and its value reflected the degree of constriction around the N*-α*.

The instantaneous voltage (*f*~e~) and the channel $\text{min}_{r}$ (*f*~i~) values were correlated with their corresponding protein coordinates (*X*), using PLS functional-mode analysis ([@bib57]). The goal of the PLS algorithm is to obtain a relation (a conformational model, *β*), i.e., a linear combination of the protein coordinates that correlate best with *f*,$$f_{\text{e/i}} = \beta X + \varepsilon,$$but at the same time allows us to identify the dynamics information in the input coordinates, which contribute the most to the fluctuation in *f*. The PLS components (included in *β*) are defined iteratively such that each component is a linear combination of the original coordinates with maximal covariance with *f* (i.e., minimizing the residuals, ε) while being uncorrelated to each previous component. This method has proven to be useful to detect complex protein rearrangements related to external and internal properties ([@bib57], [@bib68]). The quality of the models was assessed using the Pearson correlation coefficient (*R*) as a function of the number of PLS components. To avoid model overfitting, we cross-validated our models using half of the data and chose those models that maximized *R* in the cross-validation part. Validation details of the conformational models that describe the *V* and $\text{min}_{r}$ are shown in [Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The details include the convergence of the correlations ([Fig. S5, A and D](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the prediction versus actual values ([Fig. S5, B and E](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Fig. S5, C and F](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, show a representation of the root mean-square fluctuation of the amino acids that were displaced the most along the conformational models.

### Voltage and polarity {#sec3.2.1}

By using the calculated voltages and the protein coordinates, we were able to construct a linear conformational model with reasonable predictive power $\left( {R_{\text{cross}\text{-}\text{validation}} = 0.85} \right)$ ([Fig. S5, A and B](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The model training was performed using the mVDAC-1--POPE simulations and the cross-validation, with the mVDAC-1--POPC simulations. The model described the main protein conformations associated with the instantaneous calculated voltage and its polarity. It also indicates that the voltage-dependent conformations of mVDAC-1 were similar, either in POPE or POPC membranes. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A* shows the protein conformations predicted by the model, at inverse polarities of ±400 mV and at ∼0 mV. This model predicts that the mVDAC-1 structure slightly expands the cytoplasmic side of the barrel at negative polarity (*Ch0*). An expansion in the IMS side of the barrel occurs at positive polarity (*Ch1*).

Most of the barrel changes observed in the model (in terms of atomic fluctuations) occurred in the cytoplasmic loops (amino acids 104--107 and 266--268) and in *β*-sheets 1, 3, and 7, close to E73. This conformational model described a significant displacement of the positively charged amino acids K12, R15, and K20 (the KRK motif). It also predicts the contributions of K33 and R62 in the IMS part of the barrel and of K107 and K111 in the cytoplasmic part ([Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} C). The model showed the favorable reorientation of charged amino acid side chains with respect to the voltage. Not all charged amino acids displayed increased mobility, R218 (amino acid that belongs to the "charged brush" ([@bib7])), remained in a similar orientation at all voltages. As the conformational model showed, R15 had access to the cytoplasmic side of the pore lumen at negative voltages, whereas K20 was directed to the IMS at positive ones. A small change in the relative position of N*-α* with respect to the barrel was observed in this model: Amino acids 12--20 of N*-α* were displaced 3--4 [Å]{.smallcaps} along the pore axis.

In the simulations, the average local electric field acting on the KRK and R218 side chains ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed large and opposite values for these amino acids at ±0.4 V (especially for R15 and K20), compared with the ones at $\sim$ 0 V. Locally, however, Lennard-Jones and bonded interactions compensated these forces.

In the study of Teijido et al. ([@bib22]), the distribution of negatively charged amino acids and their salt-bridging probability explained the pH sensitivity of mVDAC-1. A salt-bridge analysis of the KRK, R218, R120, K109, K53, and K113 amino acids ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed that when the voltage was increased, the salt-bridge probability and the negative amino acid partners remained constant or changed considerably. For instance, K12 and R218 conserved their salt-bridging probability and partners. R15 had the lowest salt-bridging probability and conserved D9 and D16 partners. At negative voltages, R15 reduced the salt-bridging probability and also added E189 as a bridging partner. K20 showed moderate salt-bridging probabilities at $\sim$ 0 V with D16 and E280 as partners. At negative voltages, K20 reduced its bridging probability and lost E280 as a partner. At positive voltages, the bridging probabilities of K20 are reduced compared with the probabilities at ∼0 V, and it incorporates E203 as a salt-bridging partner. The mean position of the side-chain nitrogens of R15 and K20 (guanidinium and amino groups) was significantly shifted in the simulations at higher voltages, and confirms the observed displacement of these amino acids in the voltage-dependent conformational model ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A*). Interestingly, a sodium ion was frequently observed close to E73 at positive voltages during the simulations.

### Pore radius profiles and min~r~ {#sec3.2.2}

Pore-radius profiles along the *z*-coordinate $\left( r_{z} \right)$ were calculated with trj_cavity ([@bib55]). From each of the profiles, we extracted the minimum-pore radius $\left( \text{min}_{r} \right)$ and used these values as a proxy of the degree of mVDAC-1 pore collapse (details above and in [Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using mVDAC-1 atoms (excluding the hydrogens) and the $\text{min}_{r}$ of mVDAC-1 computed at each frame, we created conformational models for both channel polarities, *Ch0* and *Ch1*, in PE and PC lipids. The model predictions showed higher correlations for *Ch0* (negative voltages) than for *Ch1* (positive voltage). This result indicated that the protein changes that lead to pore constriction were more similar at negative voltages than at positive ones. Then, by using the $\text{min}_{r}$ values and the protein coordinates from 42,000 MD frames, we calculated a global conformational model that explained the local pore changes at negative voltages. The $\text{min}_{r}$-*Ch0* models converged to $R_{\text{model}\text{-}\text{training}} = 0.7$ for the training set and to $R_{\text{cross}\text{-}\text{validation}} \sim$ 0.6 for the cross-validation part. Cross-validation details are shown in [Fig. S5, D and E](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The motions described by the model ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *B*) indicated that the pore constriction-expansion dynamics was dominated by the displacement of charged mVDAC-1 amino acids and a moderate barrel deformation. The global conformational model predicts the changes in the $\text{min}_{r}$ values from 11 to 4 [Å]{.smallcaps} ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *C*). The larger fluctuations that contributed to pore narrowing or expansion included K12 and R15 from the KRK motif ([Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} *F*). Transient displacement of the KRK side chains and barrel distortion were able to reduce the pore lumen significantly.

Interestingly, in the simulations, an overlay of pore profiles showed that the variability of $\text{min}_{r}$ increases at higher voltages ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

mVDAC-1 barrel deformation {#sec3.3}
--------------------------

The previous conformational models included all nonhydrogen atoms of the protein, they predicted structural changes that slightly distorted the barrel geometry and showed significant amino acid side-chain orientations. However, to separate the pure barrel contribution from the voltage response, we calculated the time-averaged structural barrel deformations at different simulated voltages. We fitted ellipses to the C-*α* atoms solely from the barrel (See [Materials and Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}).

The fitted ellipse axes (*a*, major axis; *b*, minor axis) were oriented either perpendicular or parallel to the N*-α* axis (data not shown). These orientations indicate that the barrel showed two preferential deformation axes, which is consistent with other simulations performed for several VDAC channels ([@bib35]). We calculated the average areas (±SE) of these barrel ellipses $\left( {A_{a,b} = \pi ab} \right)$ and their degree of ellipticity $\left( {E_{a,b} = \left( {a - b} \right)/a} \right)$. Higher ellipticities mean more distorted barrels and values closer to zero more cylindrical ones. The mVDAC-1 barrel was divided in three slices to monitor its IMS, middle, and cytoplasmic parts.

The areas of the fitted ellipses for each slice ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *A*) and for PE and PC lipids showed larger values for the cytoplasmic part than for the IMS, and the IMS exhibited larger values than the central part. The barrel central area remained constant at all voltages. When moving from negative to positive voltage in PE and PC membranes, the barrel area of the cytosolic part decreased, whereas the area of the IMS side increased. This trend was more pronounced in PC membranes.

In terms of barrel ellipticities ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *B*), the values followed a similar trend compared to the areas. Although the changes were small, they were significant beyond the error estimates. mVDAC-1 in PE membranes and at negative *V* showed higher ellipticity values. The distortions were either aligned or perpendicular to the barrel area where E73 is located, in line with the changes observed in the global voltage-dependent conformational model ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A*). These results show that the mVDAC-1 barrel inserted in membranes gets distorted in an asymmetric way in response to *V*. The central part is more stable and cylindrical, whereas the cytoplasmic part shows more structural flexibility. The longest loops in the mVDAC-1 structures are located in the cytoplasmic side.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

One of the challenges of understanding the gating mechanisms of ion channels by MD simulations is connected to the timescales involved in these processes (milliseconds to seconds), which are larger than the timescales accessible in state-of-the-art MD simulations (nanoseconds to microseconds). This problem is particularly challenging in the VDAC case, where slow conformational changes are expected. However, combined insights obtained from experiments and simulations have helped to unravel some of its mechanisms ([@bib5], [@bib8], [@bib29]). In our computational approach, we extended the voltage range at which VDAC-1 channels have been experimentally measured to access slow possible voltage-dependent conformational changes.

As previously reported by Choudhary et al. ([@bib6]), no significant displacement of N*-α* was observed in our mVDAC-1 MD simulations. However, the first 10 amino acids of N*-α* in the hVDAC-1 MD simulations of Rui et al. ([@bib5]) showed higher flexibility, which might be due to the different N*-α* starting conformations of both structures ([@bib24], [@bib25]).

In terms of the mVDAC-bilayer stability, the simulations showed that the voltage-range used had no significant influence on the average APL and the protein areas. The average APL values were close to the bulk experimental and simulated values for both phospholipids ([@bib52]). The protein areas on the cytoplasmatic and IMS sides were 19 and 15 nm^2^ in POPE and 20 and 17 nm^2^ in POPC. Larger cytoplasmatic protein areas are a clear indication of the mVDAC-1 asymmetry in membranes. The slightly larger protein areas in POPC membranes probably reflect a higher flexibility of mVDAC-1 in the less dense POPC bilayer compared with POPE.

We found an excellent agreement of the MD conductances with the experimental and simulated ones (scaled by one-half to account for the difference in chloride concentration used: 0.5 M in the simulations and 1 M in the experiments ([@bib6])). In the simulations at higher potentials, we found also some subconducting time windows. The transiently less conductive channel in these time windows, interestingly, also showed lower selectivity for chloride, similar to what has been observed experimentally ([@bib17]). Whether these less conductive states may lead to more permanent "closed" conformations remains unknown at this point.

The SC MD simulations presented in this work showed that the submicrosecond I/V relationships were invariant to the binning size and demonstrated a degree of asymmetry. The different time windows had a negligible effect on the mean conductances ([Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This invariance showed us that the voltage estimates had no or little bias, and it allowed us to extract detailed permeation information with better statistics. The I/V curves showed lower mean conductances at negative voltages. Also, we observed more structural changes occurring at the cytoplasmic side of mVDAC-1. The voltage affected the cytoplasmic side of mVDAC-1, especially the *Ch0* channel, in agreement with the orientation evidence regarding VDAC in membranes ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23]). Because the VDAC orientation with the cytosolic loops pointing to the negative potential also shows more sensitivity for the potential, as shown by experiments ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]) and simulations ([@bib22]), our observations support the hypothesis that the cytosolic side of the channel is the one exposed (at least preferentially) to the *cis* side in BLM experiments.

Rostovtseva et al. ([@bib19]) investigated the influence of the lipid composition on the open probability of the fungal ncVDAC. They found that in PC membranes, the current response to triangular voltage waves was symmetric, resulting in a symmetric open-probability curve. However, in PE membranes, the current is significantly lower at applied negative voltages than at positive ones, suggesting that "closed" states were reached more frequently. To analyze the impact of the lipid composition and the probability of accessing a "closed" state, we performed MD simulations of mVDAC-1 in PC and in PE membranes. In this work, the lipid composition showed no considerable effect on the I/V relationships, although it moderately influenced the magnitude of the protein areas (as discussed above) and barrel distortions ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The lipid-dependent barrel changes probably reflect the lipid packing influence on the overall protein structure. Less compact lipids such as POPC (in terms of APL) presumably allow higher barrel mVDAC-1 areas and lower ellipticity distortions compared with the more compact POPE bilayer. In addition, the conformational model for mVDAC-1 voltage dependence was trained with the mVDAC-1 structures in PE lipids and cross-validated with those in PC $\left( {R_{\text{cross}\text{-}\text{validation}} = 0.85} \right)$. These observations indicate that the conformational space sampled by mVDAC-1 in our MD simulations was similar, irrespective of the phospholipid headgroup. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that mammalian VDAC-1 proteins behave differently than ncVDAC ([@bib19]) or that the phospholipid effects take longer than the simulation timescales explored in this work. Another aspect to consider is the number of VDAC molecules in the membrane. In this study, SC VDAC-1 simulations and experiments were analyzed, whereas Rostovtseva et al. ([@bib19]) investigated membranes with multiple channels, i.e., membranes containing 10--125 channels. It is known that VDAC channels can oligomerize. Some lipids, such as phosphatidylglycerol, promote VDAC oligomerization, whereas cardiolipin reduces oligomer formation ([@bib69]). Moreover, VDAC oligomerization increases during apoptosis ([@bib40], [@bib70]). An interaction among VDAC proteins might influence the gating behavior, and hence, the SC behavior ([@bib45], [@bib47]) might be different compared with behavior with multiple channels. Increased voltage dependence for multimeric channels also has been observed for the potassium channel KcsA ([@bib71]).

The SC experiments ($V_{\text{ramp}}$ and $V_{\text{clamp}}$) of hVDAC-1 clearly confirm the known conductance of 4--4.5 nS in the open state (at 1 M KCl) ([@bib67]). These experiments also showed closing of the channel at higher voltages, with apparently two subconducting values of ∼40--70% of the "open" state. These conductance states are also in agreement with the ones observed for mVDAC-1 in DPhPC ([@bib45]). The voltage dependence of VDAC-1 has been described as a bell-shaped curve with lower conductance values at larger potential differences ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *D*). It has been further shown that the opening and closing rates for hVDAC-1 are very different. Whereas the opening rate is in the millisecond timescale, the closing rate is 2 to 5 orders of magnitude slower ([@bib72]). In our experiments, we have chosen voltage ramps with a frequency of 100 mHz, i.e., voltage changes with 24 mV s^−1^, which are fast compared to the closing-rate constants for hVDAC-1. Hence, it is expected that the channel resided most of the time in the "open" state, in accordance with our mVDAC-1 MD simulations. In SC experiments and MD simulations, VDAC-1 accessed infrequently subconducting states, i.e., VDAC-1 "closed" states. By applying voltage for longer time periods ($V_{\text{clamp}}$ for 10 s; see [Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} C), we accessed "closed" states and the conductance values obtained from the $V_{\text{clamp}}$ curves make us confident that the lower conductance values measured in the $V_{\text{ramp}}$ experiments are indeed a result of the channel being in a "closed" state.

The voltage-dependent conformational dynamics of mVDAC-1 by MD simulations showed that the voltage distorts the barrel asymmetrically by reorganization of its charged amino acids distributed throughout the channel. It is interesting that changes showed a clear involvement of the charged amino acids (K12, R15, and K20), which are part of the N-terminal *α*-helix. These changes also involved *β*-sheet zones close to E73. The barrel distortion around E73 is related to membrane thinning observed in this area ([@bib42]). At positive voltages, sodium ions were frequently observed near E73 on the membrane side outside of the pore. Because of the calcium ([@bib37]) and hexokinase ([@bib39]) binding ability of E73, it might well be that these factors decrease the barrel perturbation, as shown by Ge et al. ([@bib38]). We speculate that reducing the bilayer thickness around this area might help to stabilize an "open" VDAC state. In simulations, the elliptical distortions were smaller at positive voltages ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *B*), polarity at which sodium ions were observed close to E73.

The cross-validation of the conformational models also showed that the channel perturbations were similar in PE and PC membranes. The KRK amino acids showed a large contribution to the predicted conformational changes, which explained the changes in the minimum-pore-radius of mVDAC-1 at negative polarities. By comparing the pore profiles at zero and ∼--0.4 V, we observed that the N*-α* region shows more variability, which is increased at higher voltages. The variability of $\text{min}_{r}$ suggest that the pore collapse in negative voltages might also be voltage-dependent ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The N*-α* amino acids D16 and K20 are involved in VDAC gating and selectivity ([@bib14], [@bib34]) and K20 also forms part of the ATP binding site ([@bib6], [@bib32]). The displacement of these amino acids was also found by Krammer et al. ([@bib7]) in mVDAC-1 simulations, where sweeping of these side-chains was reported to help the permeation of anions across the channel lumen. It is interesting to observe that KRK side chains were exposed to the IMS or the cytoplasmic side of the pore. Based on the salt-bridge analysis ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the pH sensitivity of mVDAC-1 ([@bib22]), we think that a reorganization of the salt-bridging patterns within the VDAC structure help to stabilize the conformations at opposite voltages. This charge reorganization seems to be voltage regulated and it might be related to gating, the stabilization of "closed" states, or, alternatively, a twisting type of motion suggested for N*-α* ([@bib14], [@bib45]).

The nanoscopic picture from our work shows that mVDAC-1 is---at least---able to distort asymmetrically upon opposite voltage polarities by perturbing the cytoplasmic and IMS barrel parts around the E73-N*-α* axis and significantly reorienting the KRK amino acids of the N*-α*. We think these motions sample part of the conformational space of mVDAC-1 in the presence of voltage, which, in an extreme version, or at longer timescales, might lead to the necessary changes to access "closed" subconducting state(s). The structural nature of a permanent VDAC "closed" state is still elusive.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

In this work, by simulating the SC mVDAC-1 responses at several potential differences (*V*) inserted in PE and PC membranes, we connected SC VDAC experiments with VDAC structural dynamic information to get a better understanding of the channel voltage dependence. We found that simulations are mostly compatible with the "open" channel currents and a quasi-ohmic conductance holds for an extended *V* range. The simulated conductances of mVDAC-1 were insensitive to the phospholipid composition, although mVDAC-1 barrel geometrical distortions were different. In a set of complementary and extensive SC experiments on the highly homologous hVDAC-1, defined subconducting states were observed, as previously reported for mVDAC-1 ([@bib45]). In the simulations, the time windows of reduced conductance (which we called transient subconducting states) were more often cation selective. We found significant changes of the barrel conformation and displacement of N*-α* amino acids, including K20. The protein conformations at the investigated voltages allowed us to construct highly correlated conformational models that show how mVDAC-1 accesses asymmetric, semicollapsed, and subconducting states in response to opposite voltage polarities. The submicrosecond voltage-dependent conformational dynamics of VDAC-1 support the hypotheses that barrel distortion, displacement of N*-α* amino acids, and interaction of E73 with the membrane and ions are involved in VDAC regulation and closing mechanisms.
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![Structure and computational setup of mVDAC-1. The mVDAC-1 structure was taken from PDB: [3EMN](pdb:3EMN){#intref0045} ([@bib25]). The cartoon representations show mVDAC-1 *β*-strands colored from the N- to the C-terminus in a blue-green-red scale. (*A*) Side and top perspectives of the mVDAC-1 structure, where glutamate 73 (E73) and the N-terminal *α*-helix (N*-α*) are highlighted, with E73 pointing toward the membrane, opposite to the N*-α*. (*B*) Computational electrophysiology setup ([@bib53]) for simulating mVDAC-1 SC currents. One mVDAC-1 channel is inserted in each membrane bilayer (labeled *Ch0* and *Ch1*). The bilayers separate solution compartments A and B due to periodic boundary conditions. The phosphorus atoms from phospholipids and chloride and sodium ions are shown as orange, green, and blue spheres, respectively. Water molecules and lipid acyl chains are not shown. The currents are triggered by setting up a constant ion difference between the compartments. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr1){#fig1}

![SC current-voltage (I/V) relationships of wt VDAC-1. (*A*) Computational I/V relationship of mVDAC-1 simulated in 0.5 M NaCl, and at ion imbalances (Δq) from 2 to 14 (only POPE is shown; for POPC results, see [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} C). Each I/V data point (*circles*) is colored according to selectivity, defined as the permeation ratio between chloride and sodium. The mean conductance values (± SE) of 1.63 (± 0.08) and 1.96 (± 0.11) nS are shown as red lines for the negative and positive voltages, respectively. (*B*) Voltage-dependent pseudo-open probability of a single mVDAC-1 channel. Each data point represents the average probability (± SD) of finding the channel at a conductance value \>1.4 and 1.5 nS. The I/V data were binned every 150 mV from −500 to 500 mV and excluded the voltage range from −50 to 50 mV. (*C*) I/V relationship of hVDAC-1 inserted in a solvent-free DPhPC/cholesterol (9:1) membrane bathed in 1 M KCl, 1 mM CaCl~2~, and 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. The voltage-ramp data (*blue dots*) were taken after the insertion of a single hVDAC-1 channel was proven by a mean conductance value of 4--4.5 nS. The dashed lines mark the 3 and 2 nS conductance values of the most frequent "closed" subconducting states visited by hVDAC-1 ($G_{\text{S1}}$ and $G_{\text{S}2}$). The red line shows the mean conductance value averaged over 185 voltage ramps, which was 4.2 and 4.5 nS (mean ± SE = 0.006) in the negative and positive voltage sides, respectively. (*D*) Voltage-dependent open probability of an SC hVDAC-1 for the voltage ramps shown in (*C*). To see this figure in color, go online.](gr2){#fig2}

![mVDAC-1 global conformational models of the voltage (*V*) and the channel minimum-pore radius $\left( \text{min}_{r} \right)$. All models were generated using the protein atoms excluding the hydrogens. Model validation details are shown in [Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (*A*) Cartoon and schematic representations of mVDAC-1 conformational model changes in response to *V*. The predicted structures under negative voltage (*Ch0*) are in red, those under neutral voltage in gray, and those under positive voltage in blue (*Ch1*). Labels indicate the cytoplasmic (*cytopl*.) and the IMS sides. In the positive polarity, sodium ions (*circled plus signs*) were observed closer to E73. The cartoon shows the *β*-barrel mVDAC-1 structure. K12, R15, and K20 (together termed KRK), E73, and R218 are shown as spheres using the same color code. The schematic insets show the deformations of the barrel, the position of the N-terminal *α*-helix, and the relative conformation of the KRK, E73, and R218 side chains. (*B* and *C*) Extreme structures of the conformational model that correlate with the $\text{min}_{r}$ changes of the channel under negative voltage (*Ch0*) in the mVDAC-1 MD simulations. The structures are shown as cartoons (*β*-sheets in a *blue-green-red* scale) (*B*) and surface representations (*C*) of the conformations that show the lowest and highest $\text{min}_{r}$ values (from 4 to 11 [Å]{.smallcaps}) in the model. Residues K12, R15, and K20 are shown as blue spheres. These positively charged amino acids show larger contributions to the narrowing of the pore in this conformational model. The conformational changes depicted describe motions that distorted the barrel either parallel or perpendicular to the position of N*-α*. The distortion axes of the barrel are illustrated as gray arrows in (*C*). To see this figure in color, go online.](gr3){#fig3}

![mVDAC-1 *β*-barrel deformations. (*A*) Changes of the barrel area (mean ± SE) as a function of the voltage and lipid composition. Each colored curve represents the area change for one of three barrel slices, depicted by the cartoon cylinder inset. (*B*) Changes of ellipticity ($\left( {a - b} \right)/a$, where $a > b$ are the ellipse axes) ± SE as a function of the voltage for the same barrel slices as in (*A*). In both (*A*) and (*B*), the dashed lines indicate the plots for PC lipids. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr4){#fig4}
